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Preface 

 
Writing a thesis is part of the teaching education and is something that all undergraduate 

students undergo. During my time as a trainee, I noticed some differences in the manner 

in which teachers dealt with their pupils, but I was not certain if that had to do with the 

pupils´s sex differences. That is what intrigued me to carry out a study on how teachers 

interact with their students from a gender perspective. 

 

I would like to express my gratitude to the upper level three English teachers who 

participated in my study. In addition, I also want to send my appreciation and gratitude to 

my supervisor Billy Gray who assisted me to complete this thesis. 

 

Örnsköldsvik, 2008  

 
Tawanda Vangararai 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Abstract       
 
The purpose of this thesis was to find out how English teachers interact with their 

students in terms of gender. In order to get a solid picture of how teachers deal with their 

pupils, I constructed the following questions: Are boys and girls treated equally in the 

classroom? Do teachers have higher expectations from one sex and not from the other? 

Do teachers ever think of gender issues when selecting materials and during their classes? 

What tone of voice (harsh or soft voice) do teachers use when they speak to boys and 

girls?  To get answers to the above mentioned questions, I used qualitative method in my 

study in the form of interviews and structured observations. In accordance to the results, I 

came to the conclusion that there was no gender equality in the manner in which teachers 

(my informants) dealt with boys and girls. Findings showed that teachers favoured boys 

mostly when it came to giving students the opportunity to respond to whatever question 

there was to respond to. Girls were occasionally left out even when their hands were 

raised. The male teacher revealed he has higher expectations from girls than boys and 

that girls almost always come out with much better grades as compared to boys. The male 

teacher used a harsh voice and wore an angry face when he spoke to boys who were 

whispering and giggling during the lesson. Findings also showed that teachers in my 

study did not consider gender issues when they selected teaching materials, but they 

honestly believed that they treated their pupils equally. I carried out my study in the 

district of Örnsköldsvik.   
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Introduction 
Due to the inequality that has existed for centuries between the differing sexes in society, 

I have decided to concentrate more on the issue. Both in ancient times and in modern 

times, inequality between men and women has been observed as something obvious and 

normal. Traditionally, men have been looked at as the heads of families, the ones who 

decide everything without being questioned. In spite of the variety of families found in 

various societal structures, there is a common trend in most societies when it comes to the 

distribution of social gender roles (Hofstede 1991).  

Men are supposed to be more concerned about achievements outside home. Men, in 

short, are also supposed to be assertive, competitive and tough. On the other hand, 

women are supposed to be more tender and concerned about taking care of domestic 

affairs, children, and people in general. According to societal norms, fathers should be 

tough and mothers should be less tough. In other words, men are supposed to deal with 

facts and women with feelings. Therefore, many individuals (men and women) have 

learnt to cope with societal norms and also found comfort and a sense of safety in their 

roles as men and women as it is much easier to follow the pattern (gender culture) that 

has been passed on from generation to generation than to resist it (Hofstede 1997). I 

suspect the same pattern has also been passed on to schools unconsciously.  

 

The above mentioned statements about the roles of men and women in society are no 

longer practiced in mordern societies. Nowadays, both men and women deal with facts 

and feelings as well as being assertive, competitive and tough. 

 

According to Davies (2003), from the very first day a child is born, a child is 

labeled with either a light blue ribbon or a pink ribborn depending on the 

kind of sex to which the child belongs. If the child is a girl, she gets a pink 

ribbon and if it´s a baby boy, he gets a light blue ribbon. The entire society 

is aware of the meanings of these colours (light blue and pink) on a baby. As 

the child grows, he/she is directly and indirectly schooled or mentally 

programmed to think and behave in certain ways that suits their sex.  
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Children are also exposed to sex-differentiated information from birth and 

are continually fed with it throughout childhood. For example, that boys are 

not supposed to play with dolls because they are for girls and that girls are 

not supposed to fight and play with car toys because that is what typical 

boys do (Davies 2003).  

According to Svaleryd (2002), there are durable invisible walls or 

boundaries in societies that boys and girls cannot cross even though they 

might be willing to do so; this is done with the assistance of parents and 

other grown ups that children interact with in their everyday life. Svaleryd 

discusses the subject further by saying, that the word “boys” is attached to 

wrestling, fighting and other tough games and the word girls is associated 

with dolls, emotions, love and caring. Furthermore, Svaleryd pinpoints that 

both boys and girls are imprisoned in the roles they are expected to perform 

and that there are boys and girls who are not comfortable playing the roles 

they are expected to play ( Svaleryd, 2002). 

 

Despite the fact that awareness on gender issues has been spread over a number of years 

ago, it still seems to be quite a struggle for grown ups to place children (boys and girls) 

on the same level and see them as equals without categorizing them by their biological 

differences. The environment shapes boys´ and girls´development  differently 

(Encyclopedia of psycology volume 3, 2000). Hofstede states that humans have a need of 

wanting to know the kind of language to use when they talk about various creatures, 

especially other humans. For example, if one sees a mother/father in town with a pram in 

which a newly born baby lies, the first question that person asks is, is it a boy or a girl? If 

the baby is a girl, that person is likely to give comments about how beautiful or cute the 

baby looks and if it´s a boy, the same thing applies only this time that person is likely to 

offer comments about how strong and cool the baby looks. According to Hofstede it is 

the societal norms that control people´s behaviour (Hofstede 1997).  
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As stated earlier, men and women have often already found comfort and a sense of safety 

in their roles as men and women and they expect their young ones to join them in their 

path. In the school world, adults are the ones who run all institutions and adults already 

(most of them) feel comfortable in their roles as men and women in society and in the 

school world. There is a very big risk that adults directly and indirectly school students to 

think in the same manner that they do. This is the subject that this essay will deal with, 

that is to take a closer look at whether pupils in grades 7 - 9 are dealt with as just pupils 

or as boys and girls.       

 

Purpose        
The purpose of my thesis is to study how English teachers interact with their students in 

terms of gender. In order to get a solid picture of how teachers deal with their pupils, I 

constructed the following questions: 

 

1. Are boys and girls treated equally in the classroom? 

2. Do teachers have higher expectations from one sex and not from the other? 

3. Do teachers ever think of gender issues when selecting materials and during their 

classes? 

4. What tone of voice (harsh or soft voice) do teachers use when they speak to boys 

and girls? 

  

Background 
In this chapter I am going to present previous research that has been done on gender 

issues. Some of the researchers I am going to mention on this chapter are as follows, 

Hirdman, Hofstede, Connell, Carroll & Wolpe, Svaleryd, Kjellberg and Hedlin. All these 

researchers have views that differ from each other as well views that are similar.  

 

The swedish syllabus will also be a tool that is analysed so as to give a better 

understanding of gender issues in Swedish schools.  
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I am going to use both international and national literature that deal with gender. I am 

also going to reveal the content of the Swedish educational act on gender matters in 

schools. 

Key words  

Since the term “gender” can be defined in various ways, I  have decided to use all terms 

that are humanly connected to “gender” and those terms are as follows: males, men, boys, 

masculinity, women, females, girls and femininity.  

According to Hofstede (1991), masculinity and femininity can be defined differently 

depending on which culture, society or country one belongs to. Hofstede calls Sweden 

and Norway feminine countries while he calls Indonesia and Australia masculine 

countries. Sweden and Norway are called feminine because as he states boys and girls are 

allowed to cry but neither should fight while in masculine countries girls cry, boys do 

not; boys should fight back when attacked and girls should definitely not fight. 

Furthermore, Hofstede says the desirability of assertive behavior against the desirability 

of modest behavior should be best labeled as masculinity versus femininity so as to 

simplify and categorizes explanations of the two (Hofstede 1997). I intend to use the 

same pattern in this thesis. 

 

Definitions of Gender 

According to Hirdman (2001), gender can be defined in various ways depending on the 

area in which it is used or the area studied. For most people gender is viewed as a term 

that separates sexes and the roles that are played by those sexes in society. Originally as 

Hirdman states “gender” is a Latin word which specifically means “species”. 

Furthermore, as she adds, the word gender did not just come out of the blue. It is a word 

that was constructed by humans in order to categorize people and is a word that makes it 

much easier for people to understand what others mean when they talk about other people 

without mentioning their sex. The word gender also covers cultural behaviour and social 

relationships as well as  biological sex. The social system is what forms gender roles etc 

(Hirdman 2001).   
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In gender research, researchers speak separately of the words sex and gender. According  

to Carroll & Wolpe, sex or biological sex is defined as the hormonal and genetic makeup 

(XX or XY chromosome) of an individual.  

Gender on the other hand is defined as a cultural category that contains the roles, 

behaviour, rights, responsibilities, privileges and personality traits assigned by that 

specific culture to men and women. Furthermore as Carroll and Wolpe claim, gender 

roles may be seen as the constellation of behaviours a culture deems appropriate for 

males and females and may include the attitudes and emotions that are seen as 

fundamental to being a man or a woman (Carroll & Wolpe, 1996).  

 

According to the Encyclopedia of Psychology (volume 3), gender means shared cultural 

ways of living and totally excludes the biological differences of people. In order to get an 

understanding of gender and its patterns/roles, one has to pay more attention to how 

historical, political and economical factors have affected or privileged different peoples 

because of differences among peoples´ environments.    

 

Gender is a category that is explicitly shaped by culture, it represents a socially                   

constructed identity rather one that is biologically determined. Roles and behaviours 

assigned to men and women reflect the attitudes and practices of the culture that assigns 

them to a particular point in time. Understanding the contruction of a specific culture´s 

gender roles requires an analysis of it´s history, political system, economy, how the 

economy is affected by geography, available natural resources, weather etc. (Encyclopedia 

of Psycology, volume 3, 430)  

  

History of Gender/sex 

According to Svaleryd (2002), when a child is born, it is like a blank paper or an empty 

vessel that needs to be filled. The child has no experience whatsoever in anything. As the 

child grows, it is expected (by grown ups) to behave in certain ways that suits its gender 

category. The child continuously receives lots of information from adults in its 

surroundings when it tries different ways to be.   
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As the child continues to grow, he/she is directly and indirectly schooled or mentally 

programmed to think and behave in certain ways that suit his/her sex (Svaleryd 2002).  

 

Historically as Hirdman (2001) has written, there has always been an unwritten gender-

contract between men and women. Unwritten gender-contract, is the manner in which 

both men and women live in society in terms of the duties they perform. Men and women 

engage in various areas both professionally and in general and this system is viewed as 

natural. Furthermore, Hirdman emphasizes that nature is not the cause for women to be 

labelled as individuals who are second class citizens, while men belong to the first class. 

She continues by saying that nature does not create men to be the norm of society, but it 

is a duty that men adopted for themselves. Mankind as a whole should not look at 

women’s position in the private sphere (home) and men´s position in the public sphere as 

something natural. Instead, that should be seen as tradition-controlled behaviour. In most, 

if not all societies, females are connected to domestic activities and are viewed as 

specialists in the home and men are connected to outdoor activities (Hirdman 2003).    

 

Curriculum 

The curriculum for compulsory school system (Lpo 94) clearly states the importance of 

the school and its teachers treating boys and girls equally. The ambition is to form good 

citizens who view each other as equals and as humans and not as boys/men and  

girls/women. According to Lpo 94, under the headline “Understanding and compassion 

for each other” it reads: 

 

The school should promote an understanding for others and the ability to emphasize. 

Activities should be characterised by care of the individual´s well-being and development. 

No-one should be subjective to discrimination at school based on gender, ethnic belonging, 

religion or other belief, sexual orientation or disability, or subjected to other degrading 

treatment. Tendencies toward harassment or other degrading treatment should be actively 

combated (Lpo 94, 3). 
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Lpo 94 argue that schools should pay enormous attention and strive to providing equal 

rights and equal opportunities for both boys and girls. The school should constantly be 

conscious of its strategies to reach the goals aimed for: 

 

The school should actively and consciously further equal rights and opportunities for men 

and women. The way in which boys and girls are treated and assessed in school as well as 

the demands and expectations that are placed on them, contribute to their perception of 

gender differences. The school has a responsibility to counteract traditional gender roles 

and should therefore provide pupils with the opportunity of developing their own abilities 

and interests irrespective of their sexual identity. (Lpo 94, 4-5)  

 

The Swedish syllabus for compulsary schools has also been reconstructed to play its part 

in contributing to an enlightened view on gender issues in Swedish schools: 

 

Lpo 94 states, “ The school has the important task of imparting, instilling and forming in 

pupils those fundamental values on which our society is based. The inviolability of human 

life, individual freedom and integrity, the equal value of all people, equality between men 

and women and solidarity with the weak and vulnerable are all values that the school 

should represent and impart. (Lpo94, 3)  

 

Education Act 

The Swedish education act (1985:1100) states the basic rules that are obligated to be 

followed by all compulsary schools in Sweden. It clearly states the rights that all 

individuals have in the school world: 

 

S2 All children and young persons shall irrespective of gender, geographic residence and 

social and financial circumstances have equal access to education in the national school 

system for children and young persons. The education shall be of equal standard within 

each type of school, wherever in the country it is provided. Each and every person active in 

the school system shall promote respect for the intrinsic value of every human being and 

for our common environment. Person active in the school system shall in particular 
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promote equality between genders and actively counteract all types of insulting treatment 

such as bullying or racist behaviour. Law (1999:886) 

 

According to Kjellberg (2004), the education act says that equality in schools should be 

practiced especially when it comes to encouraging girls to be interested in participating in 

technical programs. However, boys must also be encouraged to take part in subjects such 

as food and nutrition, sewing etc. To complete that task, teachers and other adults in 

schools must constantly consider how they deal with boys and girls and include that in 

their pedagogical work. It is as Kjellberg states, important that adults (men and women) 

in the administrative system in schools re-think how they view themselves because pupils 

become a reflection of how adults surrounding them behave when they interact with 

others (Kjellberg 2004). 

 

Davies (2003) on the other hand says it is not only the school that should counteract 

gender patterns and roles. More importantly parents on their part should be encouraged to 

be gender-blind when it comes to the way they bring up their children. Parents´gender-

blindness would assist schools and teachers to easily form boys and girls who do not see 

their sexes as something that limits or increases their abilities and opportunities in life. In 

addition, Davies says the information parents deliver to their children, not only verbally 

but also the manner in which they treat their children and the games they play with them, 

build a very durable and invisible foundation within children that can never be destroyed. 

The games as Davies say and the information children receive from school and from their 

friends is not as strong as the information received at home from the guardians (Davies 

2003). In addition Crawford and Unger, the authors of “Women and Gender, A Feminist 

Psychology” say, if people want to have an effective manner in which to fight gender 

patterns and roles in schools and societies, then much time should be invested in 

educating parents. Furthermore, the two authors say, parents appear to be largely unaware 

of the extend to which they treat their young sons and daughters (Crawford and Unger 

1992).   
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In support, Dewey says “home” plays a very important role in the ways pupils choose to 

view themselves and others around them simply because parents as he states spend the 

first six important years of the child with the child. During that time the child has no any 

other source of information but only from its parents, that information is the information 

the child refers to when the child encounters new information as it grows (Dewey 2001).    

 

The child plans its own development based on its early habits and the teacher is there as a 

person with more knowledge and experience, who guides the child’s plan and assists the 

child to analyse problems and to discover the meaning of everything (Dewey 2001, 215).    

 

The above mentioned system where children had to spend the first six years of their life 

with their parents, has changed completely in modern times. It is now quite usual that 

children attend pre-schools from the age of one upwards. 

 

Davies (2003), the author of “Hur flickor och pojkar gör kön” films, fairy-tales and books 

that are presented to children in schools and homes make serious changes in the way 

children look at matters and people in their surroundings. Films that are shown to pupils 

and books that are read to them have a very strong impact on pupils. Pupils as Davies 

adds and other people in general have a tendency of closely relate themselves to the 

characters that are in books and films they are shown. Pupils in most cases as Davies 

expresses tend to personalize characteristics of characters in books, films and fairy-tales 

they are told. As a result of this, pupils construct invisible durable ways of looking at all 

matters from the biological differences of people even though matters may not need to be 

viewed from that angle (Davies 2003).    

 

Method 
 

Qualitative and quantitative 

The terms qualitative and quantitative, according to Davidsson and Patel (2003), describe 

the ways in which a researcher goes about finding and analysing data acquired to tackle a 
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research study in a given area. In the process of comparing empirical researches, the 

researcher has to use the above mentioned methods to get accurate results and interpret 

them properly (Patel & Davidsson, 2003).   

 

Quantitative 

According to Neuman, the author of Quantitative and Qualitative Research,  quantitative 

style is a style in which the researcher gathers data through measuring factors, choosing 

the research technique that involves questionnaire, experiments etc. Furthermore Neuman 

mentions that in quantitative researching, the researcher carefully records and verifies 

information and almost always in the form of numbers (Neuman 2006).  

 

On the other hand Svenning (1999) states, figures in quantitative study assist providing a 

wider understanding of the content of materials that are gathered to provide answers on 

the investigated area. The researcher gets the exact figures of, for example, how many 

girls or boys in a given class eat sweets on a daily base. On the contrary, it does not give 

answers to why those boys and girls eat sweets on a daily base (Svenning, 1999) 

 

Kvale, the author of Den kvalitativa forskningsintervjun says quantitative method is a 

method that is used specifically if a researcher strives for statistics in a certain area.  

In other words as Kvale says, quantitative method is a method that provides information 

in a form of numbers and through charts, diagrams, tables etc (Kvale, 1997).  

 

For Backman (1998), quantitative method involves measurements that are carried out 

with the assistance of mathematics and statistics. Quantitative method as Backman adds 

deals with finding out precise answers and questionnaires, experiments, tests etc used in 

order to reach the preciseness of a studied area (Backman, 1998).   

 

Qualitative      

Qualitative style is a style that allows the researcher to be very flexible in terms of how 

he/she wants to go about research. In qualitative terms as Neuman states, the researcher 
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does not convert all observations into a single, common medium such as numbers. 

Instead, the researcher develops many ongoing processes to measure and this leaves data 

in various shapes and forms. Another thing that Neuman states is that a qualitative 

researcher develops most of his/her concepts during data collection activities and 

reexamines and reflects on the data and concepts simultaneously and interactively. 

Qualitative is performed in verbal form and written form (Neuman 2006).  

 

As Svenning states in his book Metodboken, qualitative study gives liberty to the 

researcher´s work and it requires creativity in all possible ways. Writing down notes, 

interviews and observations are part of the qualitative method that is important and this 

method creates sociological data from the social interplay and interaction process the 

researcher encounters during the act of research (Svenning 1999). 

 

According to Backman (1998), qualitative method is a method that does not involve 

numbers or figures in the same manner that quantitative method does. Qualitative is 

carried out in verbal communication and writing. Furthermore, Backman calls qualitative 

method “traditional method” whereby the researcher gatheres data through oral and 

written manners (Backman, 1998).  

 

Kvale (1997) on the other hand claims that qualitative method gives the researcher the 

opportunity to sit face to face with the informant and get the informant´s genuine 

description and feelings of a given scene. In other words the researcher gets a special 

relationship with the informant during the process of an interview. That allows the 

researcher to analyse given information better than what he/she would when dealing with 

quantitative method (Kvale, 1997).  

 

I chose to use the Qualitative method in my study because I wanted to get a face to face 

interview with the interviewee so as to get an understanding of how he/she thinks and 

feels about the area of my interest. I used the qualitative method in the forms of 

interviews and structured observations. 
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Similarities and differences 

There is not a great difference between qualitative and quantitative research methods. 

According to Svenning, they are both scientific and unscientific to a certain extent but 

they explore various aspects of reality. For that reason, qualitative and quantitative 

research methods should supplement each other (Svenning 1999). The major difference 

between cold figures (quantitative data) and soft figures ( qualitative data) as per 

Svennings´ definition is that, quantitative data answers to questions that involve “how 

many” of something. More accurate. On the other hand, qualitative data anwers questions 

that deal with “why” e.g why girls or boys in a given class eat sweets everyday.  

Backman (1998) says it is quite common that researchers use both qualitative and 

quantitative methods because the two supplement each other depending on the field 

studied (Backman, 1998).  

Participants in my study 

In order to be able to get answers to the questions I constructed so as to get an 

understanding of how teachers interact with their students in terms of gender, I asked 

three senior-level English teachers to take part in my study, two female teachers and one 

male teacher. All three informants were slightly above sixty years of age and are the ones 

who were willing to participate in my study. The study took place in the district of 

Örnsköldsvik in a school that has classes that range from grade one up to grade nine.      

 

Selection of participants 

According to Kvale, good interviewees are persons who are well motivated and willing to 

co-operate and who are also interested in the area of the interviewer´s interest. Such 

informants as Kvale says, give valueable information. The problem is, finding such 

informants is not an easy task, it is difficult for most researchers to find such informants. 

At the same time, Kvale claims it is difficult to say certain people are better informants 

than others simply because that all depends on the purpose of the interview (Kvale, 

1997). Trost on the other hand writes that, when carrying out a qualitative study, it is 

good to have a variety of informants but the variety shoud not be too large because that 

may, as Trost says cause confusion for the researcher.  
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Too much information for unexperienced researchers can complicate the research. It is 

better to have too little information than too much (Trost 1993) 

 

Since I am an unexperienced researcher, I felt I did not want to end up with a lot of 

information that could confuse me. I did not choose who I wanted to interview and 

observe. I simply asked all five senior-level teachers if they were willing to participate in 

my study and I felt five was a fair number. Unfortunately, not all of them were willing to 

be part of my study due to lack of time. So, in the end I ended up dealing with only three 

informants (teachers) in my study, but only two female teachers volunteered to 

participate in my study. I had to desperately ask the third informant (male) to be part of 

my study. All my informants were senior-level English teachers. I made my first contact 

with these senior-level English teachers during my time as a trainee at their school. 

Nevertheless, all three participants who participated in my study have long teaching 

experience. Two of them (female and male teachers) have more than twenty years of 

teaching experience and one of them (female teacher) has more than thirteen years of 

teaching experience. 

 

Absence 

Fortunately, all my informants could participate in my study as agreed. None of them 

encountered disturbing obstacles during the process of my study.  

 

Methods of data-acquiring  
 

Interview 

According to Svenning, when a researcher performs an interview, it is wise and necessary 

to have a tape recorder that records the entire interview. This is because as Svenning adds 

a person speaks seven times faster than one who writes. That makes it impossible for the 

interviewer to jot down everything the interviewee says. Having the voice recorder, the 

researcher does not have to worry about how fast the interviewee speaks because the 

recorder gets it all (Svenning 1999).  
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On the contrary, Trost recommends avoiding the use of technical apparatus that can 

distract the interviewee´s attention if one is a trained interviewer. He mentions a number 

of advantages and disadvantages of using technical instruments during the interview. 

Furthermore, Trost points out that certain people find it very uncomfortable and 

disturbing to be recorded. The entire interview can be ruined by apparatus such as a voice 

recorder or a video camera. On the other hand Trost says it can be an advantage to have a 

tape recorder that records the entire interview because that effectively saves writing time. 

During that time, the researcher can therefore focus one hundred percent on what the 

informant says. However, as Trost argues, that all depends on the person being 

interviewed, whether he/she is a person who does not easily get distracted or become 

nervous when being recorded (Trost, 2005).  

 

Furthermore, Trost states that interviews are vital in a study because they give the 

researcher the opportunity to see the body language and face expressions of the 

informants during the interview. In that way, the researcher is likely to understand a lot 

more because he/she can combine the interpretation of what the informant says, body 

language and face expressions in order to come up with an understanding of the event. 

Good eye contact and nodding to what the informant says during the interview, also make 

the interview go smoother than if a researcher would just look down at her/his note book. 

The researcher that shows the informant(s) that he/she listens to and who respect the 

informant´s perspectives on the investigated area, are at an advantage. This is because the 

informant opens up more on the subject and feels comfortable with the researcher and the 

informant is also likely to show a feeling of trust towards the researcher (Trost 2005).  

 

With this in mind, I tried by all means possible to find a suitable, encouraging and less 

disturbing manner in which to tackle or undergo my interviews. First, I thought a tiny or a 

pocket voice recorder that does not distract the informants would be appropriate to use 

during my interviews, but I then realized that even though I may use a tiny voice 

recorder, I was still obligated to inform my informants that I was recording the 

interviews. I felt I had to dismiss that idea completely simply because I thought I was 

going to make my informants uncomfortable.  
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I  was afraid that my informants were going to choose their words carefully and think 

thoroughly before responding to my questions and then tell me what they assume I 

wanted to hear. I felt convinced that my informants were going to say things they would 

not say otherwise. Having considered that, I decided to perform my interviews 

traditionally, with only a pen and a notebook. I also had to consider the amount of time 

required afterwards to scan the materials if I had taken the voice recorder. Fast 

forwarding and rewinding the tape(s) to find the right answers require a lot of time, and 

technical faults are also likely to occur during the process.         

 

Observation 

Patton, the author of Qualitative Research & Evaluation Methods, mentions in his book 

that if one needs to understand another culture and the world, the best way to go about is 

to be part of that culture for some time in order to get a clear picture of how their world 

function. Observation as Patton indicates, is an important tool in a research that provides 

the researcher with a richer piece of information to complete a qualitative research 

(Patton, 2002).   

 

To understand better you have to go out into the world. Live among the peoples of the 

world as they live. Learn their language. Participate in their rituals and routines. Taste of 

the world. Smell it. Watch and listen. Touch and be touched. Write down what you see and 

hear, how they think and how you feel. Enter into the world. Observe and wonder. 

Experience and reflect. To understand a world you must become part of that world while at 

the same time remaining separate, a part of and apart from. (Patton  2002, 259) 

 

I felt quite convinced that observation was going to assist me to achieve the correct 

picture of teachers in their usual teaching patterns. According to Davidsson and Patel, an 

observation in a given study is highly recommended and  important simply because 

during the act, the researcher has highly increased opportunities to capture unmodified 

behaviours in their natural natures. That is when observed people in a given field carry on 

with their usual life or behaviours without knowing that they are being observed (Patel & 

Davidsson 2003).  
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I did not inform my informants about the purpose of my observation and study before I 

observed them, I only asked for the permission to observe their lessons. My informants 

did not know what I was observing. My intention was to capture their natural behaviour 

towards their students.  

 

Also as Patel and Davidsson say, it is very important that the researcher prepares in 

advance and writes down the exact areas he/she needs to closely observe  before the 

actual observing takes place. This is, according to Davidsson and Patel, called structured 

observation and it makes it much easier for the researcher to narrow down the 

observation (Patel & Davidsson, 2003). I carried out structured observations. See 

appendix 1 to get an understanding of the areas observed. Svenning on the other hand 

points out that a combination of observation and interview provide a wider understanding 

of the field investigated.  

Furthermore, he says comparing notes taken down from an interview and from an 

observation makes the researcher to easily grasp the patterns that occur in a given field.  

Svenning also states that taking down notes during an observation is something a 

researcher must do in order to remember all that he/she sees during the process of 

observing (Svenning, 1999).  

 

The reason why I used both observation and interview as gauge instruments in my study 

was to be able to compare and confirm what literature says about interviews and 

observations and how it actually works in reality (field). It was also important to be able 

to see the patterns and behaviour teachers use when they interact with their pupils (Patel 

& Davidsson, 2003).   

 

Accomplishments (interview and observation) 

When it came to data gathering on my study, I  acquired data through interviews and 

observations. My intention when planning my study was to interview and observe as 

many English teachers as I could possibly find. Unfortunately, most teachers at the 

school where my study took place were not willing to participate in my study.  
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Luckily, two female English teachers agreed to be my informants. These two female 

English teachers are responsible for two English classes which are grades seven and nine. 

I did not have any choice but to deal with only two teachers who were willing and had the 

opportunity and patience to be bothered by an undergraduate student. At first, I thought 

two teachers were not enough to provide me with all necessary data to assist me to 

successfully tackle and complete my area of study. After a few days of heavy  

scrutinizing and reading various books that specialize in research methods, I finally came 

to the conclusion that the number of people I interview does not matter. What matters 

most as Trost says is what the researcher reaps out of the interviews (Trost, 2005). So, I 

went through a great deal of rich research method materials specifically to find the best 

manner to go about. After conducting all my interviews and observations, I discovered 

more similarities than differences in the data I had collected from my informants.  

 

I became convinced my data was not going to be sufficient enough to carry out a 

satisfying study. I felt it was important to have a male informant involved in my study. 

Kvale (1997) states that, in a qualitative study there is no limit of how many informants a 

researcher can interview. If a researcher as Kvale adds, is not satisfied with her/his 

collected data, the researcher can always find more informants to fulfill the missing part. 

Therefore, I felt I had to re-contact one of the male teachers who had turned me down 

earlier due to a lack of time (Kvale, 1997). Fortunately, one of the male teachers could 

spare some of his time to squeeze in my interview with him after I had observed his 

English lesson with class 8. At the end, l had all in all three informants, two female 

teachers and one male teacher. I carried out my study in one week and two days. 

 

Results 
In this chapter, I am going to present the results from the interviews and observations I 

conducted during my study. I carried out three interviews and three observations. In two 

classes, there were seventeen students, eight boys and nine girls in one and in the other 

class, there were ten girls and seven boys. In the last class, there were eleven students, 

seven boys and four girls. See appendix 1 to get an understanding of the areas observed. 

The lessons lasted for fourty-five minutes.  
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I performed two observations in each class except in one class. I did that because I felt it 

was necessary in order to compare if there were differences in teachers´behaviours. 

During observation, I wrote down all the events that took place in classes. I am going to 

refer to female teachers as teachers A:F & B:F and to the male teacher as teacher C:M. F 

stands for female and M stands for male. 

 

Observations 

 

Class 1 ( teacher A:F) 

An indication of the differences in treatment occurred several times during my 

observations. Boys were given direct questions whereas girls had to raise their hands to 

respond to a question. For example, there were seventeen pupils all in all in the first class 

(eight boys and nine girls). Five boys were given direct questions and none of the girls 

were given direct questions like the boys.  

A direct question is a question that is directed to one pupil and not the rest of the pupils in 

the classroom. Instead, girls had to raise their hands in order to respond to open questions 

that were asked. Even though six girls raised their hands everytime a question was asked, 

only three of them were given the opportunity to answer.  

 

Materials 

In the second observation, pupils were shown a film about a ghost. In the film, a boy was 

the main character and a hero who served girls in need. Afterwards, the teacher asked 

students to discuss the characters in the film.   

 

Eye contact, tone and body language 

The teacher had good eye contact with all pupils (boys and girls) in the classroom. 

However, the teacher pretended (according to my interpretation) not to see or hear boys 

who were talking, giggling and whispering during the lesson. On the other hand, girls 

who giggled and talked during the lesson were given harsh comments right away.  
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The teacher´s tone changed and she looked serious when she spoke to girls who were not 

listening.  

 

Class 2 ( teacher B:F) 

The pupils were seventeen in number as in the previous class (ten girls and seven boys). 

In this class four girls did get direct questions and the other six did not get any. All seven 

boys in this class were given direct questions even though four of them were not willing 

to answer. Those four boys showed that they were not willing to respond by asking the 

teacher to ask someone else instead. When both boys and girls raised their hands at the 

same time wishing to respond to open questions, the teacher gave the first, second and 

third opportunities to boys  before a girl could respond. The fourth opportunity was then 

given to a girl. During this lesson according to my counting, boys had to answer sixteen 

times and girls for only eight times.  

 

Materials 

The teacher read two stories from a book for her pupils. In the first story, girls were 

portrayed as princesses and beautiful creatures. Mothers in the same story were busy all 

the time preparing food for their working husbands and children and they enjoyed 

spending their time dealing with domestic work. In the other story, before the teacher 

read, she began by saying, “this story I am about to read, is a very typical boys´ story 

because it is about fast cars and fights. I hope girls are going to enjoy the book too”. 

 

Eye contact, tone and body language 

The teacher looked more at the boys in the classroom when she was explaining things. As 

in the previous class, the teacher ignored the boys but did not ignore girls who also 

behaved in a disturbing manner such as talking and giggling during class. The teacher 

raised her voice three times when she confronted girls who paid less attention to what she 

was saying.    
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Class 3 (teacher C:M) 

There were eleven students in this class (seven boys and four girls). The teacher did give 

direct questions to all boys in the class. Among those four girls in the class, only one was 

given a direct question. When open questions were asked, only two boys answered during 

the entire lesson and none of the girls answered. 

 

Materials 

The teacher asked the students to read a newspaper article from a local paper that was 

written by a male journalist. The article was about what the journalist himself went 

through when he travelled to New York with his wife and two children. Afterwards, the 

pupils were asked to discuss the entire article in English and then the teacher asked 

questions.   

 

Eye contact, tone and body language 

The teacher did not have good eye contact with girls in the class. He paid most of his 

attention to the boys and acted as if girls were not present in the classroom. It felt like he 

was only teaching boys. Girls in return did not attempt or bother saying anything, instead 

they just sat there passively. When he spoke to the girl to whom he gave a direct 

question, he spoke softly and nicely as if he was speaking to a five year child.  

On the contrary, the teacher used a harsh voice and wore a serious face when he spoke to 

boys who were talking and paid less attention to what he was saying. Despite that, the 

teacher wanted boys to actively participate continuosly during the entire lesson. 

 

Summarization of observations 

To sum up, the female teachers pretended not to see boys who misbehaved (talking, 

giggling and whispering) in the classroom. Teachers (female) used harsh voices when 

they spoke to girls who were not paying attention.  
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The male teacher on the other hand used a harsh voice and wore a serious face when he 

spoke to boys who were not paying attention. However, he (male teacher) wanted boys to 

answer more often as compared to girls.  

 

Interviews 
I carried out the interviews after my observations. The interviews were based on the 

questions I  constructed to get a grasp of gender issues in classes (questions will be 

presented shortly in appendix 2). Interviews were performed individually and separately.  

 

Teachers A:F & B:F 

The female teachers were certain that they always try to make sure that in whatever 

activity they carry out in the classroom, equality between boys and girl is equally 

performed. The female teachers said they pay attention to all their pupils despite their 

sexes. When we are in the classroom as they said, all students are equal even though there 

are certain students especially boys who are too talkative and lack a sense of care. Those 

boys are usually not motivated at all and such students need a push all the time so that 

they can understand the importance of school in their life. Both female teachers said it is 

their responsibility to make sure that all students in the classroom are involved in all 

activities they carry out.  

 

When it came to whether they ever choose activities that enlighten gender issues in the 

classroom, one of the female teachers said whenever she does something with her class 

she tries to make sure that all boys and girls participate in the act. The other female 

teacher revealed she never thought of gender particularly when choosing activities to be 

practiced. During her time as a teacher she almost never thought of whether she treated 

boys and girls in the same manner and had not even considered raising that issue at all. 

On the contrary, as stated above, she believes she practices equality among boys and girls 

and she thinks they are all equal.  

When it came to the question of expectations, both teachers A:F and B:F said it was a 

hard question to respond to simply because as they said, it depends on the person.  
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There are certain boys who perform excellently and there are also boys who perform 

poorly and the same thing applies when it comes to girls´performances. Both teachers 

A:F and B:F seemed convinced that pupils who come from academic families or have 

older brothers and sisters regardless of sex were likely to perform much better than those 

pupils who come from familes where parents are uneducated. With the term uneducated, 

I learned they meant parents who did not have academic education or any degree. Tasks 

as teachers A:F and B:F revealed are distributed equally even when it comes to maintaing 

order in the classrooms. All students operate according to the cleaning schedules that 

were constructed by teachers A:F & B:F. They told me that their school-time as children 

was tough but noone complained and that boys and girls were strictly handled differently. 

Practical subjects such as sewing and food and nutrition as teachers A:F & B:F told me, 

were mostly attended by girls and teachers in those subjects were mostly women as well. 

They never thought of it as a bad thing or strange that boys were handled in one way and 

girls in another. It was just normal.   

 

Teacher B:F thinks that she treats her students equally and she answered the first question 

is the following manner: 

 

Ja, det är ingen skillnad mellan pojkar och flickor. Jag behandlar alla mina elever på samma 

sätt. Jag tänker inte så som att han är en pojke eller att hon är en flicka, utan att jag ser dem 

som mina elever bara. Jag kan inte komma på ett något särskilt exempel på det, men jag ser 

inga skillnader mellan dem. 

As regards teacher A:F, she believes she treats all her pupils in the same manner. She 

answered the first question of whether she treats her students equally as follows: 

 

Det tror jag gör. I klassen är alla elever lika, jag tror inte att det är någon lärare som gör 

något annat än att behandla elever på samma sätt. Jag har aldrig gjort så att när jag har en 

tjej framför mig, så tänker jag att hon ska behandlas på ett viss sätt på grund av det.  

Fast när vi var på genuskurs häromdagen, då sa förläsaren att det är lätt hänt att man som 

lärare behandlar flickor och pojkar på olika sätt. Det händer omedvetet, sa hon. Men jag 

tror inte att jag någonsin har gjort så under alla mina år som lärare. Exempel som jag kan ge 

är att någon gång när jag skulle visa en film för mina elever, då uppstod ett problem med 
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videon. Jag bad inte en pojke att kolla vad det var för problem utan en flicka och hon fixade 

videon och vi såg filmen.  

 

On the question of whether teachers ever think of choosing activities that enlighten 

gender issues to their pupils, teacher B:F said whenever she does something with her 

class she tries to make sure that both boys and girls participate in the act. She said the 

following: 

 

Jag försöker att involvera alla pojkar och flickor i det vi gör på lektionen. Jag tror att de 

också tycker att det är roligt när alla är med och bidrar med olika tankar och förslag. Men 

det finns alltid vissa elever som tycker att det är jobbigt att jobba tillsammans med pojkar 

eller flickor, men de flesta tycker det är roligt. Varken jag eller elever ser det vi gör från ett 

genus perspektiv. Vi bara gör saker tillsammans och som sagt, jag vill att både pojkar och 

flickor jobbar tillsammans.   

 

Teacher A:F revealed that she never thinks of gender particularly when choosing 

activities to be practiced. During her time as a teacher, she almost never thought of 

whether the content of her teaching materials have anything to do with gender in one way 

or the other. She answered in the following manner: 

 

Jag tänker inte på det sättet när jag väljer vilken text elever ska läsa eller vad de ska 

diskutera under lektion. Genus är ingenting man tänker på direkt när man gör sina val av 

vad man ska ta upp på lektion. Jag tänker på det nu när du säger så.  

On the question of whether teachers have higher expectations from one sex and not from 

the other, teacher B:F thought that was a hard question simply because she thinks it is not 

a question of whether the pupil in question is a boy or a girl. Instead, it is their 

personalities that count, and who and how pupils are as individuals and their 

backgrounds. Here is what she said: 

 

Det här är en svår fråga. Jag har inga höga förväntningar på pojkar eller flickor utan det är 

frågan om hur individen i fråga presterar. Det finns pojkar som presterar dåligt och det 

finns pojkar som är duktiga och det är samma sak som gäller för flickor. Det är också en 

fråga om barnens familj. De elever som har akademiska föräldrar eller storasyskon brukar 
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prestera bättre än elever som varken har akademiska föräldrar eller storasyskon. Fast ibland 

blir man förvånad. Det är svårt.    

   

Teacher A:F believes she does not have expectations about her pupils because they are 

boys or girls. Instead, teacher A:F thinks having expectations on one sex and not the 

other is unwise simply because pupils are full of surprizes all the time. Like teacher B:F, 

teacher A:F thinks students background is what steers how they perform at school. She 

responded as follows: 

 

Ja, jag kan säga så här, jag har inte förväntningar på mina elever inte. Däremot, tycker jag 

att det är eleverna själva som har höga krav på sig själva beroende på vilka familjer de har. 

Man märker tydligt på elever vilka familjer de har. Elever som kommer från framgångsrika 

familjer har höga krav på sig. Fast det har hänt förut att elever som man inte tyckte var 

skolintresserade och som inte kom från bra familjer, var hemsk duktiga. Så kan det gå till 

ibland.   

 

On the question of whether teachers give their students equal tasks when it comes to 

maintaining order in class, teacher B:F said all students are given the same tasks despite 

their sexes. Here is what she said: 

 

Vi har ett städschema som alla elever följer. Vi har inget flickgöra och pojkgöra, alla gör 

samma sak.     

 

Teacher A:F said tasks are distributed equally in the classroom. She said: 

 

Vi (lärare och elever) kom överens om att för allas trivsel i klasser, så ska alla hjälpas åt 

med att plocka papper från golvet och ställa upp stolarna efter sista lektionerna på dagen. 

Alla elever gör det i ordning enligt städschema.   

 

On the question of how it was for teachers (my informants) when they went to school in 

terms of gender, teacher B:F responded in the following way: 
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Skolan på min tid var tuff men roligt. Pojkar och flickor behandlades olika och det var 

ingenting konstigt med det. Alla visste sina platser. Till exempel, man skulle aldrig hittar en 

pojke på syslöjd och inte en flicka heller på träslöjd. Det var ordning på min tid.   

   

Teacher A:F thinks that during her school time, things were much easier than they are 

nowadays. This is what she said: 

 

På min tid var det inget snack om genus på skolan eller i samhället. Kanske det fanns, men 

det var ingenting vi tänkte på direkt. Alla var nöjda och glada. Vi flickor tog hand om alla 

flickgöra och pojkar tog hand om sitt.    

 

Teacher C:M 

Teacher C:M was not sure whether he handled boys and girls in the same manner but he 

said he tried to be as fair as he could possibly be. This question was something that 

teacher C:M had never asked himself earlier. Therefore, he could not certainly predict if 

he was going to bear that in mind in the near future. He chooses activities he thinks are 

suitable to be practiced by pupils without any gender perspective on the idea. He 

mentioned that in English lessons, he does not think it is possible to have activities that 

enlighten gender issues. On the question of whether he has higher expectations from one 

sex and not from the other, teacher C:M confidently responded yes. He mentioned he has 

higher expectations from girls than from boys simply because girls learn differently.  

Furthermore, teacher C:M said that, girls are more mature than boys and without any 

doubt as he puts it, girls listen better, carefully, nicely and always do as he tells them. He 

continued by saying that boys on the other hand are very childish, careless, do not listen 

in the classroom, talk a lot during the lesson, do not do their homework, and if they do, he 

guaranted three quarters of them do it wrongly. When it came to distribution of tasks, 

teacher C:M said he tells all the students to maintain order in the classroom. During his 

school time as he said, boys were supposed to be boys and girls were supposed to be girls 

in and out of school. That was the way everybody looked at the matter and there was not 

anything strange with that and noone complained.  
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Teacher C:M did not know whether he treated his students equally or not but he said he 

tries to be as fair as he can possibly be. He responded as follows: 

 

Det var svårt, jag har aldrig tänkt på det. Jag törs inte säga. Jag vet inte själv hur jag är med 

mina elever. Jag försöker göra så gott jag kan för att vara rättvis mot alla elever. Jag tror att 

de vet bättre själva. Jag kan inte ge något exempel på det.    

 

When it came to whether teacher C:M ever applied his thoughts to how he chooses 

activities he wants his pupils to exercise, he admitted that he does not have gender issues 

in mind. Instead, he chooses activities he thinks are suitable to be practiced by pupils 

without any gender perspective on the idea. He mentioned that in English lessons, he 

does not think it is possible to have activities that enlighten gender issues. He answered 

as follows: 

 

Genus kommer aldrig i mina tankar när jag sitter och funderar på hur mina lektioner ska gå 

tillväga. Jag tar upp det jag tycker är rimligt för mina elever att lära sig och sen har vi 

läroplanen att följa. Det är vissa saker som elever enligt läroplanen måste kunna innan de 

går till nästa klass. Det är så jag lägger upp mina lektioner.      

 

Teacher C:M undoubtedly answered yes when asked whether he has higher expectations 

of one sex and not from the other. Teacher C:M said girls are better learners than boys 

and that he always expects girls to do better. He answered in this way: 

Utan tvekan har jag högre förväntningar från flickor än från pojkar. Flickor är mognare, lär 

sig bättre och är bra på att lyssna, gör som man säger, gör läxor, är försiktiga och snällare 

än pojkar. Pojkar är barnsliga, gör inte läxor och vill bara vara tuffa. Så är det.  

 

Teacher C:M thinks all pupils are treated equally when it comes to the distribution of 

tasks such as maintaining order. Here is what he said on the matter: 

 

På den här skolan är det bra faktiskt, det gäller i alla klasser. Ingen elev kommer undan, 

utan alla måste se till att deras klasser är snyggt städat. Alla elever vet hur det går till, vi har 

städschema och där är alla elever med.  
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During teacher C:M´s school time no-one complained about being ill-treated either at 

school and at home. This is how he responded: 

 

På min skoltid, då skulle pojkar vara pojkar och flickor vara flickor. Det var ingenting med 

det. Det var precis så alla tyckte och ingen var missnöjd och klagade. Så var fallet.  

 

Discussion  
In this chapter, I am going to analyse and discuss data collected from the interviews and 

observations I conducted.  

 

Are boys and girls treated equally in the classroom? 

Regarding whether teachers treat boys and girls equally in the classroom, Hedlin (2004, 

2006) says teachers and other individuals in society treat boys and girls differently 

without knowing it. According to Hedlin, there are many individuals who honestly 

believe that since they are aware of discussed gender issues in schools and society, they 

then automatically treat everyone (all sexes) equally. That is not the case in reality. 

Treating men and women, boys and girls equally, is not something that just occur on its 

own. Instead, it is something people should learn and then practically practice the habit. 

Furthermore, Hedlin states that even though people may learn that habit, it is still hard for 

people to notice when they treat men and women differently.  

According to the author, this act occurs unconsciously especially to those individuals 

who believe are aware of gender matters (Hedlin 2006). This confirmed the findings I 

obtained in my study.   

                                                             

Undeniably, I suspected that this is what was happening with my informants because the 

results from interviews and results from the observations totally contradicted with each 

other. Considering that we are in the year 2007 now and not in the year 1985, it is quite 

disturbing and upsetting that teachers still treat their pupils differently because of their 

sex differences. The fact that my informants were old could be an explanation to their 

behaviour towards their pupils.  
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Regardless of their ages, the education act and the curriculum state clearly that all pupils 

have the right to be treated equally despite their sex differences. Furthermore, it is the 

teachers´ duty to encourage and assist all pupils to develop their own abilities and 

interests irrespective of their sexual identity. The education act and the curriculum should 

be followed by all teachers regardless of age and experience. 

 

Do teachers have higher expectations from one sex and not 
from the other? 

Hedlin (2006) states that girls are always expected to be perfect in everything they do and 

because of that, they are left out in school to deal alone with tasks that require 

professional assistance from the teacher. Some teachers as Hedlin adds, genuinely believe 

girls do not need as much assistance as boys require because they are always expected to 

have control in all they do and have good self discipline when it comes to studying and 

performing roles that are connected to femininity (Hedlin 2006). Supportively, Davies the 

author of “Hur flickor och pojkar gör kön” states, traditionally girls are expected to have 

control, tolerance and care and be tender, soft, beautiful and so fourth (Davies 2003).  

 

The male teacher in my study revealed during my interview that he has higher 

            expectations from girls than boys and that girls almost always come out with much better 

grades as compared to boys. I became convinced that probably that was the reason why 

he (teacher) never seemed to care or have a good eye-contact with girls in the classroom. 

He believes girls understand no matter what the circumstances, therefore he had to push 

boys instead, so that they can achieve better grades that match with girls´grades. Female 

teachers denied having higher expectations of one sex and not from the other during my 

interview but the findings from observations showed otherwise. I came to the conclusion 

that my informants had (have) expectations from different sexes in classes for various 

reasons such as pupils´ biological sexes and pupils´ background. 
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Do teachers ever think of gender issues during their classes? 

In my study, pupils were shown a film and in that film a boy was the main character and 

a hero who went around and helped girls who were terrified and in need of assistance. 

Stories were also read for the students and the teacher gave a comment about the first 

story before she started reading. The comment was: “this book I am about to read, is a 

very typical boys´ book because it is about fast cars and fights. I hope girls are going to 

enjoy the book too”. In the other story, mothers were occupied with their domestic work 

all the time and girls were portrayed as princesses and beautiful creatures. Judging from 

the question of whether teachers ever consider gender issues during their lessons, it was 

clearly proved that there was not any consideration of enlightening gender issues during 

classes. According to my understanding, the message the teachers in my study delivered 

to their pupils indirectly was that boys behave and are supposed to behave in one way and 

girls in the other. Furthermore, my informants´ message insisted that girls and boys were 

different from each other when it came to their interests. According to the curriculum for 

compulsory schools, the school has the responsibility to counteract gender roles (Lpo 94). 

All the characters in both film and the stories that were read to the pupils by teachers in 

my study, supported existing traditional gender roles that the curriculum say should be 

combated. The teacher is a leader in the classroom that all students look up to and 

respect, therefore pupils believe and accept everything the teacher shows, read and tells 

them. Undeniably, teachers in my study did not think of gender issues during their classes 

and it is something I think headmasters should inspect every now and then so that pupils 

won´t be fed with gender segregating information. 

 

 

 

What tone of voice do teachers use when they speak to boys 
and girls? 

Steenberg (1997) says boys are often criticised and scolded at school by teachers simply 

because teachers feel boys disturb more than girls. To deal with the situation, teachers 

feel they have to act tougher and strict when dealing with boys and less tougher when 

dealing with girls as they are seen as soft people.  
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The author says teachers in the above mentioned situations use different tones when 

speaking to boys and girls. To girls, they use soft and a friendly voice while to boys a 

harsh voice is used as a tool that assists to maintain order (Steenberg, 1997). On the same 

subject, Svaleryd´s (2002) early research shows that boys still dominate quite a lot in 

classes for many reasons and some of the reasons are as she states that, teachers are 

unconsciously scared of how certain boys react when they get angry. Teachers expect 

boys to dominate in school and the rest of society unexplainably allow boys and men to 

take leading roles. In addition, boys in schools occupy more room physically and verbally 

(Svaleryd 2002).   

 

I agree with Steenberg and Svaleryd because their point was proved in my study. In the 

male teacher´s class, I witnessed girls playing the roles they are expected to play such as 

sitting still, be quiet, listen and be good girls. Boys on the other hand also played the roles 

they are expected to play as per tradition, boys answered all the time, talked and  laughed. 

The male teacher used a harsh voice and wore an angry face when he spoke to boys who 

were whispering and giggling during lesson.  

 

An American study that was carried out by Grimwood and Popplestone (1993) shows 

that teachers treat boys and girls more differently than they realise. As stated above, 

Grimwood and Popplestone say teachers give more room to boys to avoid conflicts and 

losing time. Girls are viewed as individuals who are not troublesome to deal with. 

Because of that, girls do not get as much attention from teachers  (Grimwood and 

Popplestone 1993).  

 

Female teachers in my study ignored boys completely when they talked during class but 

wanted them to answer more often. According to my judgement, teachers tried to avoid 

losing time arguing with the boys or try to make them stop whatever they were doing. 

With girls teachers found it much easier to scare them by raising their voices than to scare 

boys. The male teacher on the other hand placed his focus on boys and treated girls as if 

they were absent.  
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In turn, girls acted passively during the lesson they had with the male teacher in my 

presence. As the female teachers, the male teacher wanted boys to constantly respond to 

his questions. He also gave them direct questions and when the boys did not know the 

answers, the teacher encouraged them to give a try. Combining data collected from 

observations and interviews, I came to the conclusion that maybe female teachers in my 

study ignored boys´ disturbances unconsciously as stated above and the male teacher 

showed less interest in assisting girls because he thinks as he mentioned “girls  

understand things better than boys”. The behaviour in which teachers in my study 

practiced, is absolutely unacceptable and is also what the curriculum says should be 

combated. According to what I witnessed during my study, the manner in which teachers 

in my study dealt with their pupils is a huge unknown problem that affects how pupils 

think and view themselves. That problem needs a thorough attention. Most people would 

assume that all teachers in schools follow the teachings of the curriculum and the 

education act, but in reality teachers especially the ones in my study totally ignored the 

curriculum´s message and treated their pupils differently because of their sex differences. 

This is a problem I think the ministry of education should be informed about so that they 

can introduce a new education act that requires all teachers to be gender educated. 

Furthermore, all headmasters should also be encouraged to make sure all teachers 

practice gender equality in schools. The curriculum says teachers are to provide liberty 

for the students to try and develop their abilities and their interests regardless of gender. It 

was with this notion in mind that I wanted to find out whether teachers looked at their 

pupils as equals. Looking thoroughly at the content of the curriculum for Swedish 

compusory schools, I found a lack of implementation from the teachers´side in my study. 

This is something that should not be happening in modern schools. The curriculum is 

there to be followed, therefore individuals who choose to ignore its content should not be 

given the opportunity to interact with pupils in schools. 

 

Wahlström´s study (2003) shows that there is gender discrimination in schools from the 

teachers´ side that needs to be strongly combated in order to build a gender equality 

ground where boys and girls can freely express themselves without feeling they are 

performing roles that do not exist in their categories.  
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Combating gender as Wahlström states can be performed by increasing gender awareness 

to all people who interact with children in schools (Wahlström 2003).  

 

Judging from my own study, I do not quite agree with theories of the above mentioned 

authors such as Wahlström, Davies, Dewey and Unger & Crawford because even if all 

the pupils (boys and girls) came from families with parents that were gender-blind, that 

was not going to change the situation of girls and boys in classes. Teachers chose the 

materials and the way to present them to their pupils. So, in this case pupils´ backgrounds 

(homes with parents who are gender-blind) have no influence on how teachers deal with 

them. It is teachers´gender awareness that can make teachers treat boys and girls equally. 

 

According to the curriculum, the teachers´task is not just to teach but to be a leader, role 

model, moral trainer and an educator. In other words, pupils look up to the teacher and 

strongly believe everything the teacher says and does (Lpo 94). I believe focus should be 

placed on teachers simply because they are the ones with full control of all that occurs in 

the classroom. Without any doubt, teachers in my study were not gender enlightened in 

any way because there was a lack of fairness in the manner in which they dealt with boys 

and girls. 

 

In my study, teachers directly and indirectly discriminated against girls by not giving 

them equal opportunities to participate in activites that were performed in the classrooms. 

This is according to my interpretation of the situations, girls were expected to behave 

well and to be individuals who are capable of learning faster than boys as the male 

teacher also revealed. Because of that, girls were not given as much attention as boys and 

that was very unfair. I see this as a hidden failure on the school´s and teachers´ side that 

the outside world does not know about.   

 

Kjellberg, the author of “Genusmaskineriet” points out in her book that there are 

researches that indicate boys in schools are treated unfairly in the name of “gender 

equity”. Research suggests boys are not given enough support in schools anymore 

because teachers are now constantly busy encouraging girls to choose technical subjects 
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over typical female subjects such as sewing, food and nutrition and nursing, to learn to be 

more confident, have more guts to express their views in classes and to have self-esteem 

(Kjellberg 2004).  

 

On the contrary, based on my study, girls are the ones who were forgotten simply 

because teachers focused mostly on boys so as to maintain order in class. Teachers, 

especially the male teacher, believed boys are not as fast learners as girls, girls listen and 

sit nicely at their desks, boys are interested in talking and acting tough, girls do as they 

are told and boys always protest and scream. During my observations, the only times 

female teachers had good eye contact with girls is when girls were giggling and 

whispering during lessons. To a certain extend, I  agree with those researches that suggest 

boys are forgotten because it is quite easy for teachers to lose focus and the meaning of 

gender equity in schools and focus more on one sex. However, I did not encounter or 

experience that boys were handled unfairly in my study, I experienced the opposite.   

 

The fact that all my informants were slightly above sixty years of age made me suspect 

that it could have been the reason why my informants treated their pupils differently and 

yet believe they treat their pupils equally. I dismissed that thought after reading Hedlin´s 

(2006) research about young teachers under training. One of the questions she asked 

teachers under training in her study was whether they thought teachers in schools treat 

their pupils fairly from a gender perspective. To her surprise, most young teachers under 

training thought that since Sweden is a step ahead in terms of equality between men and 

women as compared to other countries, then there is no gender discrimination in schools. 

Some of those undergraduates revealed that the problem of gender segregation in schools 

only lies within the old fashioned teachers who still hold their teaching positions in 

schools. Hedlin strongly opposed that and stated both old and young teachers do gender-

segregate their pupils in schools and many teachers as well as other grown ups have a 

tendency of denying that they gender-segregate when confronted with the evidence 

because they are not aware of their behaviour (Hedlin 2006).      
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Reliability and Validity 
According to Kreuger and Neuman, perfect reliability and validity are virtually 

impossible to achieve. Rather, they are ideals researchers strive for. As an author, I find it 

very hard to judge my own work. I therefore leave that part to be covered by readers 

(Neuman & Kreuger 2003). 

 

Reliability 

Reliabiltiy means dependability as per Neuman and Kreuger´s defination. It is like having 

a reliable car that you depend on when you want to take yourself from point A to point B. 

In a study, it means the numerical results produced by an indicator do not vary because of 

characteristics of the measurement process or measurement instrument itself (Kreuger 

and Neuman 2003). In other words reliability is when a researcher measures something 

many times and still get the same results. For example as Kreuger and Neuman stated, if 

you get on your bathroom scale and read your weight, you get off and get on again and 

again. Your scale is reliable if it gives you same weight each time but if it does not show 

same weight each time, then your scale is not reliable.  

Reliability suggests that the same thing is repeated again and again under similar or 

identical conditions. In my study, reliability does not qualify to be associated with the 

data I collected because I believe that if another researcher or if I am to re-do my study, I 

would not obtain the same results I obtained. Basically as Trost states, reliabilty is a 

measurement that produces stable results no matter whatever manner a study is carried 

out. The result should remain the same, even if the same study is to be re-done and the  

researcher asks questions in the same manner (Trost 2005). 

 

Validity  

According to Kreuger  and Neuman , validity is a term used to mean “true” or “correct.” 

They stretch by saying, when a researcher says that an indicator is valid, it is valid for a 

particular purpose and definition.  
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The same indicator can be valid for one purpose and be invalid for others. Measurement 

validity refers to how well the conceptual and operational definitions mesh with each 

other. The better the fit, the greater the measurement validity.  

Validity as Kreuger and Neuman states, is more difficult to achieve than reliability. A 

researcher cannot have absolute confidence about validity, but some measures as stated 

above are more valid than others.The reason absolute validity can never be achieved is 

that constructs are abstract ideas, whereas indicators refer to concrete observation. This is 

the gap between our mental pictures about the world and the specific things we do at 

particular times and places. Validity is part of dynamic process that grows by 

accumulating evidence over time, and without it all measurement becomes meaningless.  

According to Trost, in qualitative interviews results do not necessarily have to be precise. 

Difference is what the researcher is mostly interested in and is what makes the study 

richer and giving (Trost 2005). According to Kreuger and Neuman, there are four types 

of measurement validity and content is one of them.Content validity means or addresses 

the question, “Is the full content of a defination represented in a measurement?” Neuman 

and Kreuger add, to increase content validity in a qualitative study, the researcher has to 

ask questions that cover the entire area being investigated. That means for example, if a 

researcher is interested in acquiring knowledge that concern how people view gender 

roles or view creating equality between men and women in society. That means in all 

areas such as intellectual pursuits, politics, family ( all domestic activities), work, etc. 

If the researcher attempts to obtain an overall understanding by only asking two questions 

such as: (1) “should men and women get equal salary for equal work?” and (2) “should 

men and women share household tasks?” Then the measure is likely to have a low 

content validity because the two questions ask only about salary and household tasks. 

They pay no attention to other areas such as politics, intellectual pursuits, other aspects of 

work and family (Kreuger and Neuman 2003). With this in mind, my study scores a 

neutral content validity and that means I place my study in between low and high content 

validity. This is because I did not have many informants to compare. Regardless of that I 

believe my questions (see appendix) covered the entire area I studied to come out with 

the results I obtained. 
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 According to Patel and Davidson an observation should not be performed by only one 

person but two or more equally professional observers to achieve validity and reliability 

data and also for the sake of comparisons (Patel and Davidson 2003). In my case I did not 

have any other alternative but to perform the entire study alone. As an unprofessional 

observer and interviewer, there could be many useful events and behaviors I failed to 

register during the collection of data (interviews and observations) due to lack of 

experience. 

 

Conclusion 
The purpose of my study was to find out how English teachers interact with their pupils 

from a gender perspective. Findings showed that the traditional way of teaching still 

existed in especially in the classes I studied. Boys occupy most of the teachers´ time 

during lessons in a number of ways such as the teacher´s attention, eye contact and 

compliments. Girls on the other hand were left out to complete tasks without guidance 

from the teachers and at the same time expected to be nice girls who sit still and listen. 

However, teachers honestly did not see themselves as people who deal with their pupils 

(boys and girls) differently. This agrees with an American study that was carried out by 

Grimwood and Popplestone that showed teachers treat boys and girls more differently 

than they realise (Grimwood and Popplestone 1993). On the same subject, Hedlin says 

gender segregation is not an act that is practiced only by old individuals as many may 

assume, both old and young teachers can gender-segregate their pupils unconsciously in 

schools. However, many teachers as well as other grown ups have a tendency of denying 

that act when confronted (Hedlin 2006).  

 

Only the male teacher openly adimitted that he expects girls to perform better than boys 

simply because as he said, girls understand things better than boys due to their maturity 

and politeness. Because of that as he expressed, he has higher expectations from girls 

than from boys. Female teachers gave more room to boys as compared to girls and they 

(the teachers) did not want girls to behave in the same manner as boys. Female teachers 

showed this by raising their voices when they spoke to girls who were not paying 

attention in class, but they did not do the same to boys who were also not paying 
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attention. Findings also showed that teachers favoured boys mostly when it came to 

giving students the opportunity to respond to whatever question was asked. Girls were 

occasionally left out even when their hands were raised.  

 

Experience acquired 

During this short journey I have learned that being a teacher is not an easy task to 

perform. A teacher is a role model, a teacher and the one who participates in many ways 

in forming good citizens (boys and girls) who have respect for one another despite 

gender. Despite much attention that has been applied around the question of gender issues 

in schools and in society, there is still much to be done to make all adults treat children as 

children and not as boys and girls. I have also realised that being aware of gender 

patterns, roles etc does not make one in reality to handle boys and girls, men and women 

equally. In my future career as a teacher, I am going use a video camera that captures the 

manner in which I treat boys and girls in class. Using a video camera would be a manner 

to assist me as a teacher to be able to locate all possible ways to combat sex segregation 

in schools. It is quite easy to believe that we (grown ups) treat all children in the same 

manner. But when you film yourself, you can sit down and go through the entire tape to 

accomplish a clear understanding of how you deal with your pupils. Hedlin states it is 

quite easy for teachers to deny they treat their pupils differently, teachers as she says have 

a tendency of believing they treat their pupils fairly. In reality however, they handle their 

pupils as boys and girls (Hedlin 2006). I have witnessed this in my study as teachers 

believed they treat all their pupils in the same manner but in reality it was the opposite. I 

also learnt that girls are ignored most of the time because teachers have high expectations 

on girls because of the traditional definition of what a girl should be. Gender issues need 

to be addressed and taken serious in schools and it is the school´s and teachers´ 

responsibility to make sure that part is practiced. On the other hand parents and the rest of 

society should also actively counteract gender roles so as to simplify the matter for 

schools.    
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Future research 

The core of my study was to find out how teachers treat their pupils in a classroom from a 

gender perspective. I did not involve pupils in my study to get their views on how they 

feel teachers deal with them in school from a gender perspective. It could have been 

interesting to involve pupils in my study. It would be very interesting to know if boys 

think teachers ill-treat them because they are boys or if girls think teachers ill-treat them 

because they are girls. Further research about how teachers interact with their pupils in 

schools and classrooms from a gender perspective would provide a fair treatment to this 

subject. Judging from my findings, demands and expectations that are placed on girls 

make them to be treated differently. There are girls who need attention, stimulation and a 

strong push from the teacher just as boys in order to be able to tackle their assignments. 

Furthermore, I believe it would be nice to interview and observe how young teachers deal 

with their pupils in terms of gender since gender is now included in the teaching 

education.  
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Observation: Appendix 1  

The purpose of my thesis was to study how English teachers at Sörliden school interact 

with their students in terms of gender. In order to get a good grasp their interaction, I had 

to be out in the field and observe teachers´actions during their lessons. According to 

Backman, it is very important for the researcher to decide and know precisely what to 

observe before going out to the field to observe (Backman 1998). With this in mind, I 

jotted down the areas in which to observe as a guideline. I observed the following:   

 

a) Are boys and girls treated equally in the classroom? Specifically teacher´s eye contact 

with boys and with girls in the class, the time teachers spend explaining things to 

boys/girls, teachers´body language when speaking to girls/boys, teachers´ patience with 

boys/girls, how teachers react e.g if a boy/girl disturbs others in the classroom and which 

group teachers scold most for example when students do not pay attention to what the 

teacher says.   

 

b) What kind of tone (soft or harsh voice) teachers use when they speak to boys/girls?  

 

c) Which group gets the teachers´attention most e.g when pupils (boy/girls) raise up their 

hands at the same time wishing to respond to a question, does the teacher let the girl 

answer first or a boy and how often does that occur during a lesson.   
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Interview: Appendix 2 

 

 
 
The questions I asked directly to English teachers are as follows: 
 
 
 

• Do you think you treat boys and girls in your classroom in the same manner? 
Give an example 

• When selecting english activities for your students, do you ever think of 
choosing activities that enlighten gender issues? 

• In terms of performance, do you have have higher expectations from one sex and 
not from the other? Please motivate your answer 

• When it comes to distribution of tasks, eg maintaining order, do you give 
students equal tasks?  

• How was it for you when you went to school in terms of gender?  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

                                                             


